
Jesse Joseph wants to take his place with the Als 
In his second season with the Alouettes, the Laval resident wants to be more involved 

 
Jesse Joseph wants to continue to grow and also become an 
important factor on the field for the Alouettes next season. 
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Despite the lack of victories for the 
Montreal Alouettes last year, Jesse 
Joseph began to really strut his stuff 
during his first season with the 
organization, and now he wants to 
settle into this team which is known for 
its highly effective defense. 
 
The 27-year-old is optimistic to continue 
his progression with the Als, with whom 
he totaled seven tackles as a defensive 
end, in addition to playing as a core 
member of the special teams unit. 

 
“I just finished my first year with the club and I want above all to solidify my place here. I hope to get 
more involved in order to be a significant factor on the ground,” he said this week. “My goal is to make 
big plays that count which will help our team to win games.” 

Path filled with obstacles 

The former player for the Connecticut Huskies in the NCAA is in the middle of making a big comeback. 
He suffered two torn Achilles tendons during his career, including the last in 2013, when he participated 
in a recruiting mini-camp with the NFL’s Chicago Bears. 

However, he never gave up and was also hammering home his message of hope to young students on 
Wednesday.  

“There are people who will influence you in your life, but you have to surround yourself with good 
people, that is to say, those that will help you to learn and grow,” said Jesse, who was the third round 
draft pick for the Alouettes in 2013. 

In the locker room, many veterans can lead the way in providing inspiration to less experienced players. 
John Bowman, last season’s leader in sacks (19), is right at the top. The same is true of offensive 
coordinator, Anthony Calvillo. 

“He is able to rally the troops, because he is a player at heart, someone who knows the reality of 
football. After all, he is one of the most accomplished quarterbacks in history,” said Joseph. “But in 
truth, all our coaches are excellent and help us to remain committed to our tasks.” 

Will this dedication help him lead the Als to greater heights? 

"I'm sure we will be in the playoffs in 2016," he predicted. 
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